
FUMC ESL 7-23-2020 High Intermediate and Advanced Online Lesson


Introduce yourself. Then ask one of your teachers a question that you'd like to know the 
answer to.


Last Thursday, several groups didn't get to do the last part of the lesson, so I'm including it 
again. I've changed a few of the sample sentences and added some exercises.


Idioms:

Lose and Loose are two different words. Lose has an S pronounced like Z. Loose has an S 
pronounced like S. Practice pronouncing them. If you lose something, you no longer have it.

Read these example sentences and explain them. Some use a different tense.


Lose:

1. Michelle will lose her job if she doesn't go to work.  

2. He lost everything in the war.  

3. Did the Dodgers lose to the Red Sox?

4. The accident victim is losing a lot of blood.

5. I yelled so loudly that I lost my voice.

6. The kids are losing interest in the game.

7. My aunt lost her husband last year. He lost his balance and fell.

8. My aunt lost no time in finding a new husband.

9. What are you talking about? I don't follow what you're saying. You've lost me.

10. I might as well apply for the top job. I've nothing to lose.

11. She's lived so long in the U.S., she's lost touch with her Chinese friends.

12. I really lost it when I went to pick up my son and they told me he had walked home.

13. We can't lose sight of our goals.

14. Don't lose heart. Everything will work out.

15. Get lost! Go on! Get out of here!

16. Trying to interest my boys in ballet is a lost cause.

17. I'd be lost without your help.

18. Check in the lost and found for your missing jacket.


Which phrase means: 
a-a place where people leave things they find

b-got really mad

c-not have anything

d-unable to talk

e-did something quickly

f-not in contact with

g-forget about

h-something that will never succeed




i-be helpless without someone or something

j-get discouraged

k-confused

l-died

m-not win the game

n-to become unsteady on your feet

o-the situation can't get any worse, so you might as well gamble


Loose:


1. The buttons on this shirt are loose. 

2. My husband prefers loose fitting clothing.

3. Two of the prisoners broke loose and ran for the fence.

4. The prisoners are on the loose.

5. I have to tie up a few loose ends, then I will be finished.

6. I won't vote for Tess. She's a loose cannon. You can't predict what she might do.

7. She's a loose woman. I don't want you dating her.  (This is an old use of the term, and out 

of fashion. You might hear your grandmother saying something like this.)

8. Sara loosened up after a couple glasses of wine.

9. Loosen up your muscles before you begin exercising.


Which phrase means:

a-not firmly attached

b-baggy

c-escaped

d-relaxed

e-free

f-woman with bad morals

g-not easily controlled, does unexpected things

h-small details that are not finished


Pronunciation: The AU and AW sound are usually the same in English Examples: haul, crawl, 
draw, auto, sauce, fault, haul, cause, caution, August, claw, hawk, lawn.  This is different than 
Spanish where the AU has the OW sound.


Sometimes the letter A has that same AW sound. Read this list of words: salt, talk, wash, false, 
halt, call, ball, hall, bald.


Sometimes OU also makes the AW sound. Read this word list; thought, fought, brought, 
bought.


And AUGH has the AW sound. Read these words: taught, caught, daughter, naughty.

Two words that are spelled the same but sounds very different is laugh and laughter.




OUGH frequently has  the AW sound as in cough, bought and brought. But you also have 
bough, though and through, each of which has a different pronunciation.


The Mystery Part 3 
As I assessed my situation, things looked grim. The only thing I could see were trees. I could 
be miles and miles from anyone or anything. I had no idea which direction to go.  The only sure 
thing I knew was that I couldn't stay where I was. Those thugs could come back with more 
people to search for me.  I had to pick a direction and start walking. There was a hill in the 
distance. I headed for it thinking I would be able to spot a building or even a road from the 
hilltop. But I misjudged the distance. After walking for hours, the hill still looked a long way off. 
The going was tough with thick undergrowth and thorny vines to push through. I came across a 
couple of streams, so was able to drink. But it had been a long time since I'd had food. By the 
time I reached the top of the hill, it was pitch dark. There wasn't a moon and I couldn't see a 
thing. I lay down on a grassy slope and fell immediately to sleep.


Grim: making you feel worried and unhappy OR looking or sounding very serious

Assess: to make a judgment about someone or something

Misjudged: to guess an amount or distance wrongly

Going was tough: proceeding was ver difficult (There is a saying, "When the going gets tough, 
the tough get going."  What do you think this means?)


In the morning, I awoke to the sound of a truck engine laboring up a steep hill, the driver 
shifting through the gears. What a wonderful noise! Desperately, I looked in the direction of the 
sound, hoping to spot the trucks. Finally I caught a quick glimpse of pavement showing 
through the trees. Could it be a road? It had to be. I took off immediately. By noon I found the 
road. I collapsed waiting for the next truck. I eventually caught a ride and learned the trucks 
were bringing dirt to a site in the forest where a new road was being built. The driver explained 
there were no real towns for miles, but there was a small grocery a few miles up the road where 
I could find a phone and call for help. The truck driver dropped me off there and I waved a 
thanks.


Labor is a noun. Laboring is a verb that means you are working hard. What is the image you 
have of the truck drivers when you read this?


When I opened the door to the store, the clerk stared at me. I realized I must be a pathetic 
sight. My clothes were filthy and torn from the trek through the forest. I hadn't shaved in days. 
And I was barefooted. I explained my situation. I had no wallet, but he offered me some 
snacks and a cold beer. I was about to ask for a phone to call my good friend, Hank, when I 
heard a car racing up the road, then sliding to a stop in the gravel parking lot. I looked out and, 
to my astonishment, Hank stepped out of the car. With a goofy smile he said, "Well, I'm 
happy to see you no worse for wear." 




Pathetic sight: looking useless or weak (The store owner felt sorry for him because he looked 
so pathetic)  Describe his condition after what he had experienced.

Filthy: very dirty

Trek: long and difficult trip on foot

Astonishment: great surprise

What do you think Hank means when he says James is no worse for wear.

What does a goofy smile look like?


I stared at him quizzically. "I've got a few scratches and haven't eaten much in days, but 
other than that, I am OK. But what on earth are you doing here? 

"Actually, I came to get you." he said.

"But how did you know where I was?" I asked.

"I knew where you would probably be because Duke and Rando told me you escaped from the 
boat and headed into the woods. There was only one direction to walk that made any sense, 
and I guessed you would find the road in a day or two. Once you found the road, there was no 
other place to go besides this little grocery."

I looked at Hank and scratched my head. To say I was perplexed was an understatement.


How do you scratch your head in a way to show you are puzzled or confused?

What does the last line mean?



